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KUNAGONE was created from the need 
to create an easy and at the same time
unique solution for scaring-off wild
animals. Equally we wanted the product to
be an economical and effective alternative
to the already available solutions.

Our patented Polish products release 
 natural scent that deters not only
martens but also other wild animals.

Meet the newest Kunagone products:
- scented bags for moths and mosquitoes
and a new spray for dogs and cats!

ABOUT US



Kunagone for dogs and cats is a new
Polish repellent - with which you can
effectively protect the area against
animals. It will end the problem of
unpleasant smells and dirt in the garden
(on paths, by the fence, gazebo). It's made
of 100% natural ingredients (mainly chili
peppers).

KUNAGONE: DOGS & CATS



Spray the desired
surface.

USE

Before use the product should
 be shaken well.

INSERT

Turn / twist the washer head - so that
the product unlocks.

OPEN

Dogs and cats do not leave 
dirt in the garden? Great!
If they keep coming back, spray
the area again.

OBSERVE

The guardian of your garden
has been activated. 
Duration max. up to 4 weeks. 

PROTECT YOUR GARDEN



Another new product in our offer 
- a scented bag in the form of citronella oil
granules. A perfect bag for camping which
you can tie to your backpack, tent or on a
camping trip. The citronella scent will
create a protective barrier - repelling biting
insects! The product is also sold 
as a hanging pouch, making it very easy 
to assemble.

KUNAGONE: MOSQUITOES



Let it slowly release the
smell at the installation place.

WAIT

Remove the foilcover
of the bag.

UNPACK

Tie the camping bag to your backpack /
tent / on the terrace.

INSTALL

No mosquitoes? Great!
If there are, add another bag.

OBSERVE

SThe anti-mosquito guardian
has been activated. 
Operating time up to 30 days.

PROTECT YOURSELF



Moths are insects that very often appear 
in our homes - destroying clothes in the
wardrobe or laying eggs. How to avoid
them? With Kunagone against moths! 
This is our new product - a scented bag
in the form of granules with lavender oil.
Hang it in the wardrobe and you are done!
The product is sold in the form of 
a hanging bag, which makes it very easy
to install.

KUNAGONE: MOTHS



Let it slowly release the
smell at the installation place.

WAIT

Remove the foilcover
of the bag.

UNPACK

Tie the bag where presence
of moths is undesirable.

INSTALL

No signs of moths? Great!
Moths still visible? 
Increase the number of points.

OBSERVE

The anti-moth guard
has been activated. 
Duration up to 90 days.

PROTECT YOUR WARDROBE



They chew wires in cars... hide in
attics/gardens/henhouses. How to get rid
of them effectively? The answer is simple -
KUNAGONE for martens! 
It contains a mixture of hair from several
dogs of different breeds with a fragrance
composition and wax, which extends the
duration of action. The product is sold in
the form of a bag, making it very easy to
install.

KUNAGONE: MARTENS



Remove the foilcover
of the bag.

UNPACK

Let it slowly release the 
smell under the bonnet.

WAIT

Tie the bag under 
the bonnet of the car.

INSTALL

Is there no attack? No martens.
If they come back add immediately
another bag.

OBSERVE

Keeper of your area has 
been activated. Run time 
from 3 to 6 months.

PROTECT THE CAR



There is nothing worse than stray cats that
have destroyed your garden or left behind
characteristic smell at your door or around
your gazebo. You can solve this problem
naturally with KUNAGONE for cats. The
bag gives the smell of a natural enemy 
- the dog, which effectively repels cats
from your area.

KUNAGONE: CATS



Remove the foilcover
of the bag.

UNPACK

Tie the bag where presence
of a cat is undesirable.

INSTALL

Let it slowly release the
smell at the installation place.

WAIT

Are there no traces of the cat? Great! 
Is the cat coming back? 
Add immediatelyanother bag.

OBSERVE

Keeper of your area has
been activated. Run time
from 3 to 6 months.

PROTECT THE AREA



It's enough to put the KUNAGONE bag
for moles in the mole hill and cover it
with soil - and the smell will spread in
the corridors carved by it. Its intensity
will make you finally get rid of the
molehill problem in the garden once
and for all - without harming small
pests!

KUNAGONE: MOLES



Remove the foilcover
of the bag.

UNPACK

Place the bag in the molehill and level
the ground.

INSTALL

Let it slowly release the
smell underground.

WAIT

Are there no molehills? Great.
Is the mole back? Add immediately
another bag.

OBSERVE

Keeper of your area has
been activated. Run time
from 3 to 6 months.

PROTECT YOUR LAWN



KUNAGONE for wild boars is another
proposal from our range of products.
If wild boars or foxes or squirrels are
frequent guests in your area - you've
come to the right place! Don't wait 
get our product now and drive wild
animals out of your property.

KUNAGONE: WILD BOARS 



Remove the foilcover
of the bag.

UNPACK

Tie the bag to the fence. 
If possible - place the bag under the
branch or the peak.

INSTALL

Let it slowly release the
smell on your area.

WAIT

Is there no attack?
There are no wild boars.

OBSERVE

Keeper of your area has
been activated. Run time
from 3 to 6 months.

PROTECT THE AREA



PACKAGE

   
   Kunagone: martens
 1-pack / 6-pack
   Kunagone: cats
 2-pack
   Kunagone: moles
 2-pack / 10-pack
   Kunagone: wild boars
 10-pack
   Kunagone: moths
   1-pack
   Kunagone: mosquitoes
   1-pack
   Kunagone: dogs & cats spray
   250 ml / 500 ml

The product is delivered in functional
cardboard boxes that are also mini displays
(after opening they're ready for display).

TYPES OD PACKAGING



Passion inspires us to create original
products. We work with the
effectiveness and ease of use of
#kunagone in mind. Our products 
are both natural and friendly to
humans and the environment of
animals.

We always put the client's needs first.
Your satisfaction is the most important
to us!

Join the group #kunagonefamily!

TEAM
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A D D R E S S

Plac Kilińskiego 1, 32-660 Chełmek, Poland

T E L E P H O N E

+48 882 905 145
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info@kunagone.pl
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